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 It is the third installment in the Sonic & Sega All-Stars Racing series. It features the Sega characters Speed and Sega, alongside
the Sonic characters Speed and Tails. Contents Storyline The game begins with Sonic and his friends in the forest of Never
Land, as they play in the Emerald Hill Zone. They start racing against each other, but when Eggman appears, he cheats by

turning the race into a dogfight. Sonic and the others then leave and head to Green Hill Zone, where they head into the Blue
Forest. Sonic and Tails get into a fight and Sonic loses his tail. While the others head back, Sonic enters the daycare that Tails

owns. He goes on and helps Sonic's brother and sister, who are being chased by the security robots that are protecting the room.
They fight some of the robots and are almost caught, until Sonic crashes through a window. The robots begin chasing him, but
he manages to reach the security center before they catch him. The security center's computer fails and they are unable to open
the doors, so they call the security drones. The drones begin chasing Sonic and his friends. They soon crash through a wall, and
Sonic climbs up to the top of a building. The security drones soon catch up, so Sonic rides the drone's exhaust and escapes it. A
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few days later, the robots have repaired the security center and are patrolling Green Hill Zone again. Sonic then enters the racing
circuits and loses to the drones, so he goes back to the daycare and helps his brother and sister again. Sonic then finds out that
Eggman has taken control of the security center. He battles Eggman and wins the battle. Eggman then teleports them all to the
dream world in order to fulfill his plan. After Sonic and his friends arrive in the dream world, they are welcomed by Nighteye.
The bad guys turn on them, but Sonic manages to knock them away. He then brings his friends to the Edge of the World Zone

and they race there. They race against Red the robot and Nighteye races against Eggman. They race and they both win, and
soon, they leave. The bad guys then teleport them to the Daydream Realm, and Sonic and his friends head out of the Edge of the

World Zone to find Emerald Hill Zone. Gameplay The gameplay of Sonic & Sega All-Stars Racing is very similar to its
predecessors, Sonic & Sega All-Stars Racing Transformed and Sonic & Sega All- 82157476af
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